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Message from the Superintendent 
 

 
Dear School Leaders, 

 

Faith in Our Future was a strategic planning initiative that the Office of Catholic Schools 

implemented in the fall of 2013 and still continues today in our 42 Catholic schools.  These 

past few months have certainly shown us, as a faith community, that we may not know what 

the future holds, but what we DO know is that it rests in Jesus Christ:  

 

“For I know Him in whom I have believed and am confident that He is able to guard 

what has been entrusted to me until that day.” (2 Timothy 1:12) 

 

As we prepare to re-open our Catholic schools in August 2020 after an unprecedented 

pandemic, let us again look to the One in Whom we do believe, and let us go forth confidently 

with faith in our future as He promises to guard and protect.  Amen! 

 

 

Dr. Sharon Weiss 

Superintendent of Schools 

Catholic Diocese of Peoria 
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Fact Sheet 
 

 
School Name:  St. Vincent de Paul Catholic School 
Location(s): 6001 N. University St. Peoria, Illinois  61614 
Pastor/Chaplain:  Father Stephen Willard 
Principal:  Mrs. Patsy Santen 
School Reopening Team Members:  
Father Stephen Willard, Pastor  
Patsy Santen, Principal  
Sarah Hogan, Religious Ed. Director and Teacher 
SVdP Teachers: Eileen Lohr, Joan Carlson, Nancy O’Brien, Suzie Babovac, Amy Thaller, Molly Winkler, Erin 
Spiller, Kaitlyn Oljace, Kathy Barnett 
 Ann Dixon, SVdP Education Commission President, SVdP Parent, and Dunlap Teacher  
Angela Martin, OSF Nurse, SVdP Parent   
 Matt Ringenberg, Peoria Health Department, SVdP Parent. 
Medical Consultants:  Dr. Doug Casper, Dr. Lori Racsa, and Dr. Terry Ho 
School Phone:  309-691-5012 
Approximate number of students: 250 PreK-8 
Approximate number of full-time faculty & staff:  38 
School email: svdpoffice@svdpvikings.com 
School website: svdpvikings.com 
Social media- links:  Facebook 

 
 
 
               

OCS Review of Plan 
 
Date:   7-11-2020   
 
Approved     Returned for Revision 
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School Re-opening Plan Development Timeline 
 

 

During June 2020, the principal will: 
Collaborate with a few trusted individuals (pastor, parochial vicar, chaplain, lead 

teacher, school secretary) to work on a draft of the school’s re-opening plan. This draft 

will outline actions that will be taken in the five areas.  

 

During June 2020, the principal will: 
1.  Convene a meeting of the School Re-Opening Team to review the proposed draft.  

2.  Consider including other stakeholders on the re-opening team:  a health care 

professional, school custodian or cleaning service employee, maintenance worker, and 

parish council member (if applicable). 

3.  The team reviews, discusses and amends the plan, as needed. 

 

During the last week of June, the principal will: 
1.  Make final edits and submit the school’s Building Template to the Office of Catholic 

Schools no later than Tuesday, June 30, 2020.    
2.  The school’s Building Template will be evaluated by the Office of Catholic Schools and 

will be returned to the principal during the month of July.  
 
Before or during the first week of August, the principal will: 

1.  Convene a meeting of the School Re-Opening Team to discuss implementation of the 

plan with any recent updates from the diocese, state, healthcare community, CDC, local 

public health department, or other agencies,   

2.  Confirm implementation of the plan with pastor(s)/chaplain.  

3.   Share plan with faculty & staff and send communication to school families regarding 

the re-opening of the school for the 2020-2021 academic year.   
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Health and Safety Strategies 

Action Plan and/or Procedure 
               

Masks: 

 All individuals in school buildings (students, employees) are to wear masks.  

 Families are asked to supply 2-3 masks for their child/children.  Reusable cloth masks are allowed with the 
stipulation that they be washed every night in preparation for the next school day if using the same mask. 

 Disposable masks are preferred in the school setting with the intention of disposing at the end of every 
school day.  Parents should send students with extra PPE in case masks are damaged during the day.  

 Masks should not contain messages or images that would distract from the educational environment of the 
school.  

 Schools will ensure an ongoing supply of PPE (disposable face masks, cleaning supplies) for all employees 
and will maintain a minimum supply of masks for students in case students forget or break their personal 
mask.  

 Masks may be removed in special circumstances, i.e., when eating or drinking or engaged in outside 
activities or outside instruction. Individuals should wash or sanitize hands before putting their face covering 
back on.  

 As of July 31, 2020, gator and bandana masks are NOT acceptable masks to be worn to school.  If that should 
be reconsidered, it will be updated. 

 

              Personal Protective Equipment and Sanitizing: 
 Custodians will clean and disinfect these areas every two hours:  Bathrooms, entrance doors; 

Clean and disinfect the cafeteria after every class finishes eating and exits the cafeteria, before 
the next class arrives in the café; Every evening all rooms will be cleaned and disinfected with 
the power spray over all items in the classroom. 

 Teachers: Clean all desks and table tops in the room before and after the class enters and 
leaves the class for lunch, and at the end of the day. 

 Students will wash hands before and after lunch; anytime the class or individual students leave 
or enter the classroom; if the bathroom is not accessible, hand sanitizer will be used; 

 There will be hand sanitizer at the entrance of the school that the students, staff and visitors 
must use when entering the building. 

 Schools will maintain a regular supply of gloves for cleaning surfaces and treating students with medical 
injuries/illnesses.  

 Hand sanitizer or hand washing for all students before they dismiss to go home. 

 Students will wash their hands when they return from recess.  

 All drinking fountains will be turned off and students must drink water from water bottles or 
bottles from home.  SVdP will provide bottled water in all of the classrooms. 

 Students will be trained in proper handwashing techniques, how and when to keep social 
distancing, and the safe procedures and routines in the class and in the school building.  

 Birthday treats must be wrapped individually. 

 No visitors or parents will be allowed inside the classrooms.  If a parent is needed to talk to 
their child, they will meet in the office.  

  There will be an “OOPS CART” outside the front door of the school that families can drop off 

items their students forgot to take to school.  The families will be instructed to call the school 

that they are dropping an item into the cart to get to their child, so an office staff can retrieve 

the items from the cart. 
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Monitoring of Temperatures: 
 All staff, students and visitors will have their temperature scanned before entering the school 

building.   The students will be scanned outside their car as they arrive at school.  

 A temperature will also be taken when a student shows signs of sickness or expresses that they 
are not feeling well. The temperature will be documented for all temps over 100.4 degrees. 

 The school secretaries or the principal will monitor the temps for visitors or students that arrive 
after the start of school.  

 Staff, visitors or students arriving after the start of school will have their temperatures taken in 
the school office before entering the classroom or hallways of the school. 

 
Procedure for faculty/staff/students who become ill during the school day, for whatever reason 

 An ill student and one who complains they are not feeling well, with a temperature 100.4 or 
above, will be put at the isolation chair/cot in the office until the family member arrives to take 
the student home.  The temperature will have been taken before the call to the parent.  These 
student’s temperatures will be monitored upon return to school.  

 The student must be fever-free for 72 hours before returning to school without fever-reducing 
medication.  

 A staff member will leave school immediately.  A substitute or another staff member who does 
not have a classroom will take over the class.  The staff member must follow the same stay at 
home policy as a student. (see below) 

 

 

INFECTION PROTOCOL-WHAT TO DO IF SOMEONE GETS SICK 
 

DEFINITION OF EXPOSURE TO COVID-19 
To be considered exposed to COVID-19, you need to have prolonged close contact with a person who has the 
virus. Close contact includes living in the same household, caring for a sick person with the virus, being within 
6 feet of a sick person with the virus for at least 15 continuous minutes without the use of a face covering, or 
being in direct contact with secretions from the sick person. 
 
PREVENTION  
Temperature checks of all students and employees will be taken on arrival each morning. Any student, 
employee (or volunteer) who has a temperature above 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit will be sent home and 
encouraged to contact a doctor.  

 

Schools will provide professional development in regard to the signs and symptoms of COVID-19 as provided 
by OSF Healthcare, local public health departments, Catholic Mutual Group, or other medical agencies.  

  

RESPONSE TO COVID-19 SYMPTOMS  
Contact: Person is without symptoms but has been made aware a COVID exposure has occurred (family, 
community, work). 

 Get tested at least 5 days after the exposure.  Testing done prior to 5 days from the exposure may be 
falsely negative due to insufficient viral reproduction time. 

 May continue to work/school while awaiting results and wearing a mask, social distancing, and hand 
washing.   
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 Check temperature and symptoms twice a day.  Any symptoms should be reported and quarantine 
begins immediately until test results are returned. 

 Family contact (see below). 
 
Symptomatic:  

 Anyone who is symptomatic for COVID (with or without) known exposure will be sent home 
immediately. 

 Should also go for PCR nasal testing immediately.  Return to work will be guided by test results and CDC 
criteria.   

 Symptoms for COVID include: fever of 100.4 degrees, loss of taste/smell, fatigue/achy muscles, 
sinus/nasal, sore throat, nausea/vomiting/diarrhea, cough, shortness of breath. 

 It is recommended that student’s parents or employee contact their pediatrician or doctor to discuss 
the symptoms and arrange for an evaluation. 

 Quarantine (no work/school) until: COVID negative or an alternate diagnosis is made (ear infection, 
strep, flu, etc.)   

 If the pediatrician or doctor feels that an alternate diagnosis is confirmed or likely, the student or 
employee can return with a physician/APN/PA note AND cessation of symptoms for at least 24 hours 
without fever reducing medication (Acetaminophen and Ibuprofen). 

 If the student or employee does not seek medical evaluation, does not receive COVID testing, or no 
alternate diagnosis is discovered, they should be considered a presumptive COVID positive case and 
shall remain out of school for 10 days from the on-set of symptoms PLUS at least 24 hours from 
resolution of fever reducing medication (Acetaminophen and Ibuprofen).   

 No need to notify classmates/colleagues unless COVID test is positive. 
 
COVID19 Positive: 

 Quarantine minimum 10 days with 24 hours from resolution of fever-reducing medication 
((Acetaminophen and Ibuprofen). 

 Even if not symptomatic, quarantine. 
 Any confirmed case of COVID19 within the school will lead to notification of faculty, staff, students, 

etc., who have pertinent exposure in order that monitoring can begin. 
 

ISOLATION PROTOCOL  
If any student, employee or volunteer is COVID19 positive, principals will immediately contact the 
Superintendent of Schools. While every situation is unique, the following steps will likely be implemented:  

1. The student, employee (or volunteer) will be sent home and monitored for ongoing symptoms, as 
described above.  

2. The principal will distribute the OCS COVID-19 Exposure Letter to all parents and employees. Note: it is 
essential that the privacy of the impacted student or employee be protected. Principals should not disclose 
the specific identity of the infected individual to parents or any employees who do not need to know. For 
example, it would be appropriate to inform a grade level teacher or classroom teacher if a student in the 
teacher’s class has been diagnosed with COVID-19. However, the principal should not inform other 
teachers in the school (or any parent).  

3. The student or employee’s classroom/work area will be thoroughly cleaned. Windows in the area will be 
opened to maximize airflow.  

4. The principal will carefully monitor the health of students and teachers who are part of the infected 
individual’s cohort (in the high school, the entire school population will be notified). If more than three 
students or employee in the cohort are diagnosed with COVID-19, the entire cohort will quarantine and 
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shift to remote learning. Principals will contact the Superintendent of Schools for further instructions 
before initiating a Cohort Quarantine.   

5. For high schools, the local public health department and Superintendent of Schools will be contacted in 
order for a decision to be made on whether or not to close the entire school and self-quarantine.   

  
The principal will distribute the OCS Quarantine Letter to all families and employees when a cohort or entire 
school is placed in quarantine.  
 
The principal will work with the Superintendent of Schools to decide if and when some or all of the cohort 
members will return to school.  
 
The principal will continue to closely monitor the health of all non-quarantined students and employees.  
 
In cases of widespread infections in a school (particularly multiple cohorts), an entire school may be 
quarantined. Principals will work with the Superintendent of Schools in determining if a school-wide 
quarantine is needed.  
 
Students will be allowed to complete and submit academic work while quarantined.  

All illnesses will be well documented with day, time and symptoms for those leaving ill or those having 
called in ill.   The secretary calls all families who do not report their child ill from school and documents 
their reason for absence with symptoms included on documentation. 

 Per Parent/Student Handbook: In order to return to school, a doctor’s note will be required 
after a student is absent for 3 or more consecutive days. 

Location of “sick bay” and if isolation is needed, where? 

 Once school begins, there is a corner in the office that we will be partitioned off for students to 

lay down on a cot until their family member comes to pick them up to go home. 

 

Classrooms, Bathrooms and Hallways: Physical distancing and Procedures 
 Students will be sitting at desks, 3-6 feet apart in the classrooms, faced the same direction.   

 Students will enter the building at the same location every day, traveling in the same direction 
in the hallways. Classroom teachers will be standing out in the halls to greet, monitor and 
remind students of the 6 ft. distancing during morning arrival.    

 Specific Bathrooms will be assigned to specific grade levels.   

 The bathrooms will be monitored with only 2-3 in the bathroom at a time with the teacher 
monitoring out in the hallway. 

 Decals will be on the hallway floors showing the 6 ft. distance from each other at areas where 
students could line up, as well as in front of the sink in the bathrooms and in the cafeteria. 

 In middle school, the teachers will travel to the student’s homeroom for each of the subjects. 

 Art, Music, and Spanish encore teachers will travel to the student’s homeroom for instruction 
at their scheduled time. 

 Students will sit 3-6 feet apart in the cafeteria for lunch.  The lunch room will be expanded into 
the old gym to allow for the extended distancing at the tables. 

 

Recess on Playground:  
 Students will only be outside on that section of the playground with their cohort (classmates). 

  There will be plenty of balls and jump ropes assigned to that specific class.  

 Each class will be assigned an area of the playground to play, staying within their cohort. 
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  If a student is getting too close to another student, the playground monitor or teacher will 
direct the students accordingly. 

 No masks will be worn outside at recess. 

 All playground items will be sanitized for the next group of students at recess. 

 All students will re-enter the school at the big gym doors.   

 All students will use the music hallway bathrooms to wash their hands before they go back to 

their classroom. 

 For Indoor recess, the students will go back to their classroom. From there, they may read a 
book, do an activity that requires one person to complete, or use their own school issued 
computer (grades 5-8) to a site approved by their teacher, with social distancing. 
 

           Lunch in the Cafeteria:   

 SVdP will offer cold lunches to buy from the cafeteria.  The menu will be posted on our 
website.  Awe hope to begin the HOT lunch program after Labor Day.  

 The lunch groups and times:  Grades K-1 & 2…10:45; Grade 3 -4 & 5…11:30; Grades 6-7 & 

8…12:15.  

 The PreK students will eat in their classroom, bringing their own lunches to school.  This 

could change when they begin coming to the cafeteria to eat but that decision will be made 

at a later date, depending on the guidelines from CDC, ISBE and the Health Department 

 Each time period will allow them 20 minutes to eat with 10 minutes for custodians and 

cafeteria workers to clean up and disinfect the tables, chairs and benches before the next 

class arrives.  

 We will also be utilizing the old gym as part of the cafeteria with tables spread out in order 
to accommodate the students and social distancing. 

 We will be using disposable products in the cafeteria, during this time. 

 The students will be sitting 4 feet apart at the cafeteria tables; 

  If the student needs something they must raise their hand for help; 

  Each student’s seat will be marked with blue tape for sitting safely at each cafeteria table;  

 The sharing of food will be closely monitored and highly discouraged. 

 All students will wash or sanitize their hands before and after lunch. 
 

 
EARLY EDUCATION CONSIDERATIONS (Per OCS)  
Follow guidelines that apply to core classrooms (see section above). 

  
Classroom supplies may be shared, given the unique educational practices of early education, but limited to 
essential use only and cleaned frequently.  

 
Snacks: Separate students as much as possible (3-6 feet or more). Students may remove masks while eating.  
Minimize student movement and prevent food sharing. Clean surfaces immediately after snack time.  

 
Naptime (if applicable): Do not permit sharing of cots or bedding. Spread children out as much as possible, and 
masks may be removed if children are at least three to six feet apart.  
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    PE in the Big Gym: 

 In the large gym, students will spread out 6 feet apart to participate in the day’s activity.  
When running is involved, the teacher will monitor distance.  Students will stay within their 
classroom cohort. 

 Outside activities will be utilized.  

 The students will not change shoes for PE as long as the shoes are safe and staying on their 
feet.  Tie tennis shoes should be the shoes students wear to school to accommodate the PE 
activities in the gym and outside. 

 
    Library:   

 Students will go to the library in their cohort. The librarian will monitor distance as they choose 
their books.  

 The library tables and chairs will be sanitized before the net class comes to the library. 

 
    Weekly Mass:  

 Two Masses will take place on a weekly basis.   

 The students will be divided into two groups (see below) 

 We will be observing the most current CDC, IDPH guidance for the number of people who can be in a 
large gathering at one time.  Masks will be worn and social distancing observed 

  If the class is not at church for their grade level Mass, they will attend the streamed Mass.  

 Primary Mass (K-1-2-3 and 4-1) will be Wednesday at 9:15. Middle School Mass (Grades 4-2 
and 5-6-7-8) is on Friday at 9:15. 

 No parents or visitors will be able to attend the school masses due to the COVID restrictions. 
 

      Encores (Spanish, Art, and Music): 
  These teachers will travel to the students rather than the students going to these separate 

classes.   
 

         Middle School Schedule: 
 The middle school schedule will follow its regular 42-minute schedule throughout the day.   

 The students will stay in their homeroom throughout the day while the teacher travels to 
their homeroom for their specific subject. 

 The students will go to their locker, one class at a time in the AM, to retrieve their books 
and items for the day.  They will place these items in their backpack and keep the backpack 
at their desk in their room for the morning and then possibly go to their locker with cohort 
for PM classes. 
 

       Signage in classrooms and throughout building areas  
 Decals will be placed on the floor that sets them 6 foot apart in areas where the students might 

be lining up.: in the hallways by the bathrooms, in the cafeteria, by the sinks... and at the hand 
sanitizer station.  

 Posters will be set at all entrances, on the walls, and in the bathrooms to remind to mask, social 
distancing and hand washing.   
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Arrival/Dismissal in AM and PM 
Four drop-off and pick-up points…with specific grades arriving and 

dismissing from these doors.   

 No siblings will be sent out to another door at dismissal. 

 All students are to stay in their car until a staff member comes to your 

car to scan the child or children’s temperature when arriving at 

school.  

 Parent may then leave after drop off and after their child’s 

temperature is scanned (less than 100.4).  If temperature is at 100.4 

or above, the parent must take the child home. 

  The family car goes to the next student’s designated location if 

multiple siblings at SVdP.   

 Drop-off in the specific area, with student’s temperature scanned 

while still standing at their car.   

 No family member is to leave their child off at the door 

 Drop-off/Pick-up Locations in this order when you arrive/pickup at 

SVdP from the Northmoor entrance: 

o Grades 5-6-7-8…Northmoor door in the circle 

o Preschool…at the Parish Hall and PreK entrance 

o Grades K-1-4…Main entrance of the school by the office 

o Grades 2 and 3…The Big Gym Doors 

 We will have two drop-off times: AM>7:55 (Last name is A-M) and 

8:10 (Last name is N-Z).   

 Pickup times:  PM> 2:20 (A-M) and 2:25 (N-Z)  
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Scheduling and Staffing Strategies 

Action Plan and/or Procedure 
 

Please describe: 

Adjustments made and/or needed for classrooms based on social distancing 

 Before school begins for the year, every teacher is to go in to arrange the 3-6 ft. desk 

configuration, all faced in the same direction. 

 Teachers must decide what furniture they can do without, temporarily (we hope), in order to 

make room for the desk arrangements to be placed 3-6 feet apart. 

 All carpets will be taken out of the room temporarily. 

 All drinking fountains will be turned off, but may have a spout to refill water bottles. 

 

    Accommodating student needs 
 Teachers will observe students and their behaviors. 

 If the student is having trouble with the mask, the teacher can work out a short schedule with 

the student to wear it and work through wearing it through the designed times and/or location 

in the building. 

 If a student is still unable to wear a mask, they must have a licensed physician note on file in the 

school office in order to be without a mask in the school/classroom.  

 Our teachers make every effort to get to know the students.  It is our hope that the teacher can 

recognize the needs of the students and make every effort to talk out any problems they have.   

 Mental and Emotional Support:  Resources will be shared with teachers at the start of the year 

to help and assist teachers in helping students cope with their emotional needs.  Parents will be 

kept informed of their child’s needs here at school.  Resources will also be shared with families 

if stronger support is needed for their child.  

 The principal is also involved with the students and can get involved as well as communicating 

the student’s needs with the parents. 

 Our resource teacher can help talk through the student’s issues.  

 

Updating remote learning plans for use when a student is quarantined at home or if state mandates 

“shelter in place” due to resurgence of pandemic risk level 

 The SVdP E-Learning Plan has been revised and will continue to be updated if we would go back 

to learning at home, as a school.  This plan will be sent to the OCS and to all school families, and 

if time, reviewed with the students. 

 Some of the teacher’s lessons can be recorded and the teacher can work with the student after 

school, if the student can handle it.   

 Parents can pick up work from school as is the procedure during normal sick day, if the absence 

is reasonable. 

 A school computer will be issued to the student to take home to complete work online if 

necessary.  It is a requirement for Middle School students to use their school computer at home 

for E-learning. 

 A Google Meets can also be arranged for some lessons if the absence becomes lengthy. 
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 Teacher will keep up communication with the student and parent of the absent student, after 

the regular school day is out for the day. 

 

Decision on whether or not to close school “campus” and not allow visitors, guest speakers, or 

volunteers to be at school 

 We will have a closed campus, no visitors or volunteers until otherwise noted.   Father and the 

principal will decide whether to continue or open up for families or visitors. 

 Google Meets, emails and phone calls can accommodate talking to or seeing a parent or guest 

speaker. 

 A parent could meet a student in the office conference room if we would need to see the 

parent and have them to talk to their child. 

 
Extended Care 

Action Plan and/or Procedure 
Expected need for before- and after- school care in dedicated room…Parents required to complete 

CARE registration; 

Parents will be required to walk their child to the outside CARE door in the AM for temperature 

scanning before entering the school.  The children can NOT just be dropped off. 

 In the AM, two Care workers will be in the Care and a third Care worker will be in the 4-year-old 

PreK room with the preschool students. 

 Students in K-8 will go to their classroom at 8:10. 

 In the PM, all students will be divided into groups: PreK, K, and 1st grade will be in the Care 

room; students in Grades 2-8 in the Spanish room and cafeteria, though playing outside will be 

the preferred activity. 

 All students will wear masks the entire time while in Care.  

 Students will keep the 4-6 feet distance with all activities in Care.  

 Students will bring their own after school snacks but Care will have some prepackaged snacks 

for those who forget. 

 
Facility adjustments to ensure health, safety, and social distancing 

 Everyone in Care will wear face masks 

 All students will wash their hands before entering their Care group and before they leave for 

home 

 Care workers will have sanitation spray for sanitizing areas that are in need.  Care employees 

will sanitize all items after a student plays with an item and at the end of the day.  The 

custodian will do a deep cleaning and sanitizing every day in the evening hours.   

 For drop-off in the AM, all students and their parent will go to the glass side door to Care. The 

students will get their temperature scanned immediately outside the glass door of Care before 

entering the building, while the parent is still waiting with them.  No parents will be allowed 

into CARE.  

 In the PM for pick-up, parents will stand outside the glass door at CARE and the student will be 

sent out to the parent, after the student has washed their hands or used hand sanitizer.  
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 ALL Parents are required to complete a registration form to attend Care.  When we receive 

these forms we will have a better idea of how many students will come to Care.  If the family 

has not completed the Care form, they cannot attend the Care program. 

 

Outdoor activities 

 The students in Preschool, kindergarten and first grade can play on the preschool equipment. 

 Students in grades 2-8 can be taken outside to play on the playground and equipment. 

 The Care director will inform the custodian when they go outside and what area they used.  The 

custodian will sanitize each playground’s equipment. 

 

 

 

REQUIRED SIGNED WAIVERS 

SIGNED waivers will be required for ALL individuals who are at St. Vincent de Paul Catholic School 

and Parish, with hard copies kept on file in the school office.  No one will be allowed on school 

property unless this signed waiver is on file here at school:  

 Staff/Employees 

  Student/Parent 

 Students involved in Athletic & Extracurricular Activities 

 Adult Volunteers 

 

Updated, July 30, 2020 

 

 


